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To my dearest Robyn for tolerating me,
my happiest Max for reminding me, and 
my kindest Kirby for the constant advice 

given with only a look. 





  
Fortune favors the bold.

Fortuna audaces 
iuvat -Latin Proverb





-Ferris Bueller, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

Only the meek 
get pinched. The 
bold survive.
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Foreword
by Arnold Schwarzenegger
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Books for the Bold

 Are you ready to be bold? Readers like you who design 
their own world and navigate their way in it are an inspiration to 
myself and others. I’m proud to be a writer and hoping I can offer 
you some guidance as you work towards leaving your own mark 
on the world. This book is intended to accomplish three things:

1) Get you motivated to make the progress your business needs. 
2) Give you tools to make the progress your business needs.
3) Be enjoyable enough to succeed at numbers 1 & 2.
 
 The topics brought to light in this book are for you to 

read, consider, and decide if they apply to you and your business. 
I’ve done my best to share my take on the challenges that lead to 
hard-earned, experience-based insight. But every person—and I 
mean every person—has their own unique view of the world and 
an experience to match. You may find yourself either nodding in 
agreement or vigorously shaking your head as I lead you along the 
path I took and tell you about those taken by others. But this is one 
of the things I find so fascinating about business: When it comes 
to achieving business goals, there are as many pathways as there 
are people.

 You may be wondering why I decided to write this book, 

Introduction
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and perhaps even what I mean by Bold Business. Bold can 
certainly be defined a number of different ways—in this book, it is 
defined as acknowledging any fear and moving forward to achieve 
your goals regardless of what may come. With or without all of 
the information, the bold check their gut and move accordingly. 
Sometimes all it takes to be bold is to be the one that seizes an 
opportunity.

 Think of someone you consider bold. Someone that 
exemplifies the definition of boldness as a personality trait. You 
know there are people who respect, admire, and appreciate them. 
But they’ve also got some haters. You need haters. Without them 
you’re clearly not being noticed.

 It’s been said that if you want to make an omelette, you 
need to break some eggs. If you want your actions to be bold 
actions, you’re going to need a new frame of mind, one that will 
make you an unstoppable force. Your job is to use that powerful 
force for good and to weather some unexpected consequences. Be 
prepared to make a few enemies as you attract a growing crowd of 
admirers. 

 During the course of writing The Bold Business Book, I’ve 
met with hundreds of business owners from a broad spectrum of 
industries. Each has a story and wisdom to share. Where the value 
lies is in their real-world experience, which you can use as a guide 
to maneuver through the ups and downs of business ownership and 
learn not only how to survive, but to thrive. 

 You’ll get to know these experienced contributors 
throughout the book. They’ve supplied how-to’s as well as do’s 
and don’ts for everything—from finding the right merchant 
provider for accepting credit card payments to purchasing 
advertising without wasting money. Their insights are distributed 
throughout the book. They have graciously allowed me to include 
their contact information should you need more help in their areas 
of expertise.

 Finally, I love hearing from business owners. Every time 
I meet with an entrepreneur, we talk for far longer than originally 
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planned. The journey of business ownership is challenging, risky, 
and time-consuming, and the stories I hear are incredible. The 
rewards are truly limitless with the right mindset. 

 I hope I get to meet you someday and learn from what you 
have to share. Congrats on taking the leap to start and grow your 
own business. If you feel inclined, and I hope you do, please send 
your business stories to james@drawincustomers.com.e and Act

Lessons Learned: Decide and Act

Throughout this book you will see some Lessons Learned 
boxes. These are brief summaries of the lesson to be 
learned in the corresponding narrative. Your first lesson is 
to decide if you will be bold and if you will act on that 
decision. Seriously, decide to keep reading and be sure to 
take action on what you learn.
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 The traffic is thick on a Friday afternoon. I was cruising 
with my family up the highway to spend time with some extended 
family on a lake. I was driving my wife’s Toyota Prius C. If you 
aren’t familiar with a Prius C, it’s essentially the less manly, 
though less conspicuous, version of a normal Prius. We were in 
some thicker traffic, and a Ferrari casually rolled past us. The 
Ferrari’s license plate read: BOSSMAN. 
“Awesome,” I said.
“Whatever,” my wife replied with a well-timed eye roll. 
 This led to a heated discussion over what makes a good 
car and an acceptable license plate. What I knew was that I was 
driving my wife’s Prius C, and that guy was driving a Ferrari. He 

Chapter �
More time, more money, more fun. 
You got this. 

One day our life will flash before our eyes.
Make sure it is worth watching.”

-Gerard Way
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More time, more money, more fun. You got this!

could be having a worse conversation and would still be having 
more fun. 
 Our dispute ultimately landed on the license plate. It 
did not say, WORKER B, HRD WRKR, or TRST FND. It read 
BOSSMAN, presumably because this person was a boss in the 
business sense, and a little ego spilled onto his car. After all, isn’t 
a cool car one of the things people use to judge success? You could 
argue all day about the merits of BOSSMAN as a license plate. 
For all we know, the guy has 50 employees that roll in cars that 
cost twice as much as his.
 I tell you this because I want to be that guy. But, the truth 
is, I didn’t always. There was a time when I would have seen that 
car and made a joke about him being a prick or snubbed my nose 
at the waste of funds on such a beautiful car that no one in the 
world should have. Except me. And maybe a few friends.
 I was jealous of the financial success of people I had 
never met. How often do you find yourself judging people for 
accomplishments that you are trying to achieve? Is it possible to 
think that you may be your own worst enemy? You bet it is. What 
will you do to hold yourself back?
 The answer is just about anything, most of which you 
won’t even notice. Tell me again about your excuses to not make 
those phone calls, send those emails, set the meetings you need, or 
finish up that project. Obstacles are often created by ourselves to 
prevent us from achieving the success we want.
 The simple solution is to love the Ferrari. Don’t be jealous 
of the Ferrari. Look forward to obnoxious insurance premiums 
and a few speeding tickets. More than that, be proud of the person 
rolling in that car. Treat them like Chevy Chase treated Christie 
Brinkley in National Lampoon’s Vacation movie when she passed 
him in her Ferrari. Learn from them, respect them, and keep giving 
yourself something to strive for.
 When you roll up in your Ferrari (or your version of the 
Ferrari), I want you to entertain the observers and let them know 
you look forward to seeing them driving an even better car one 


